CDA Solutions
Integrated Security at its best!
Case Study – Cromarty Firth Port Authority, Invergordon, Scotland
CDA Solutions were asked to review the CCTV and Access Control systems in place at the Cromarty
Firth Port Authority, a major facility at Invergordon near Inverness in Scotland.
Upon discussing and understanding the clients specific needs CDA put together a proposal for a fully
integrated site security solution using the authority’s extensive IT network to manage all functionality.
The final installation consisted of automated gates and
barriers, pedestrian turnstiles, voice, video and keypad
intercoms, automated license plate recognition, and an
extensive high definition CCTV system complete with both
static and PTZ cameras – several of which broadcast via a
wireless network due to geographical constraints on site.

Part of the amazing Cromarty Firth Facility

Captain Ken Grey –
Port Manager at CFPA said;
“We were very impressed with CDA’s
innovative solutions to some complex
requirements. They fully understood
the brief immediately and put
forward a solution that exceeded our
expectations. In fact we expanded the
brief of the contract to include the
replacement of cameras when we
saw the quality of the new ones. We
are looking forward to working with
CDA throughout this project and
beyond into the future.”

Alongside the installation of all of this new technology CDA
Solutions also seamlessly integrated legacy equipment
ensuring that the Port Authority received the best possible
return on their investment.
The entire CCTV and access control system is remotely
managed from a single site security office delivering
significant cost savings and operational efficiency
improvements for the authority.

The system design and installation at Cromarty Firth is a
perfect example of the collaborative approach that
CDA Solutions take with their customers – taking the time
to really understand the issues and requirements, and then
providing a bespoke solution that meets and exceeds
expectations. Total site security from CDA Solutions.
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